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- Sociologists Who have'. studied the American South have, by and
large, been inclined to attribute Cultural differences between white.
Southerners-and other' Americans'tO regional differences in-occupational
structure and economic circumstance:1 With, the.economic development-
and "national incorporation" of the/ South pro`Feeding apade, advocated
of this -view, seem to be taking it for granted that. regional cultural
differences are also diminishing--as; of course -many ofythe most
dramatic' and visible differences have been.2 But there-is an accumulating
body of literature which demonstrates that many,' more subtle, regional
cultural 'differences not only- remainOut .'show no signs of going away.3
This suggests "that'-the orthodox materialist view is (at least) 'inadequate;
and that we Must' look-elsewhere for the ,explanation of some white,
Southern peculiarities.

White Southerners .are not ,the- only group in America which' has
surprised our discipline 'by maintaining' identity and distinctiveness.
During..the last-decade, especially,' we hay". had it called "to -our- attew-
tion 'that' many, immigrant ethnic groups. are' still around, and still
serve their- members both.as social contexts and as psyChological entities
around whiCh sentithents'are organized:4- Add-to these observations the
fact that Many black `Americans are beginning to feel =that the group
identity and 'cohesiveness forced tipOn them in the past may-actually
serve, with:modifications; as a valuable 'resource in--the future, and it
is not-.suriiiising that American. sociology ha's begun to take serionsly

, z-
,

again- the' conCept -of "ethnicity. ,5

With these developments in our discipline, it was _perhaps:,
inevitable _that some of us would begin' to listen =to the argument' of some
historians and

an

that,white:Boutherners could be regarded --
fruitfully as an ethnic group, a group serving the same functiOns,for
its members and related to 'the American m_ ajority group in much the'Same
way as groups more conventionally called "ethnic":- Irish-, Polieh-,
Lithuanian-Americans, for instance. Lewis Killian has picked up the
argument in his `volume; White Southerners, (published_ in a series called

'Ethnic Croup% in Comparative Perspective") and _I have done the same in
a monograph published .recently.,6 Analogies are-a dime a dozen,_ ofcourse, but there is already considerable evidence that this is a valuable
one. Killian has 'used it most persuasively to discuss the situation of
white-Southern migrants to large_ Northern cities, and- it -helps to make
sense of- the large and persistent-cultural differences between white
southerners and otheykmericans--not so much.by explaining th m as'by
placing -them in a more general-category of puzzling phenome 7 _As
seems'to be the case for Many of these immigrant groups, whi e Southerners
are still, in many respects, different from the "American mainstream"
(whateyer that may be), they are as- different now as they have been. at
any time in' the recent past, ,end these- cultural differences cannot be
explained by regional differences in occupational structure and economic
circumstance. To paraphrase Irving Babbitt's classic observation about
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the Spanish, "Ther'e is some
them to behave in a Sbuther
working Southerner remains.
-tells us-,-as much about him,
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the others.

These findings are
that the secondary 'or "tech
order* (as the editors a

be More disjoint than Ina*

"May spend forty hours a we
by -other Americans, but, .i

2

.

hing Southern abont Southerners which causes
manner." The educated, urban, factory-

a Southerner, and that datum often
his tastes, values, and habits, as any of

r.some theoretical importance. They- suggest
ological" order and the primary or "humanistic's
orthcoming sympbsium have called them) can
aye supposed.8 The citizen of the New South_

k at. a job indistinguishable from those held
appears, he will spend nearly twice as 'many

waking- hthirs in a family and community organiied around sentiments. and
presuppositions -somewhat different froth those held elsewhere.9 StUdents
of-the South Who are concerned about their subject Matter's evaporating
can 'turn with profit to the'study of these persisting. sentiments and
presuppositions. -`

The disjunction between, work and "life" (tocput the matter
t :baldly, and perhaps badly)is not absolute, of course--merely greater

than some demographerS. and eConomists:hal)eimplied. Certainly indu-s-.

trialization will affect Southern culture (it already has, in many
= obvious way)'. No less important are the effects of Southern culture
on the 'course.and outcome of industrialization.10

-

To one who -feels that we -really do not know'what "Southern
culture" is, much less what.it is ;likely to be* {and those who share "my
prejudice in faitor of replicable, Compatative, and preferably quantitative
documentation unlit feel -this way), it -seeths prethature to discuss, the
relation between that culture and industrialization. None -the Iess,7of
the aSpects. of Southern-Culture whiCh, can be demonstrated -to --oast and
to be persisting; -Om -in partieular strike me as pertinent to this--
relation: the peculiar-nature and extent of religious belief and practicein the South, and the relativel3e- great attachment -Southerner's-show to

-

their-local communities. I have; examined -each extensively in my own
work,. but since these analyses have been reported elseWhers,.1 I Propose
-Merely to summardie some of the findings- and then tb consider what the
persistence of-*these traits implies for the future of the South.11.

"Religion in southern Culture

In this century,- one-of the most remarkable differences between
the, South and the .rest of the 'United States, has been 'the endemic and
pervasive religiosityof the former. Nearly every student of the South
-has,,commented on this feature of Southern life,' and ny have argued its
central -- importance to an understanding `of that li 2

Some of the findings from the public opinion poll _data are: -

Nearly_ninety percent of all white Southerners
identify themselves as Protestant, and nearly four '',)
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out of every five of these are Baptist, Methodist,
or"Presliyterian.

Regardless of denoraination, apparently, Southern
Protestants are more,orthodox in their beliefs than
are -non-Southern ,Protestant. Despite this, there
are a number of indications that they take denomina-
tional distinctions more ser:iously.

Southern Protestants are-nearly twice as likely as
non-Southern Protestants- to .-assert .that church-going
is arcessential part-of the Christian life, and they
are in fact more likely to_be found in chUrch on any
given Sunday.=

-'SOuthern'Protestants are .less'likely than protestants.
elsewhere .to feel that religion. is irrelevant to the
mode= world, and-they are'raore .to feel that

. no changes are needed in-their churcheS.- ,
4,19

- The picture ,of the South which edges from these data is of a
-society .which takes religion ter iously. A. high -degree of consensus on

fundamentals permits heated disagreement'on"relatively minor points offaith and practice. Southerners are basically satisfied irith=their
churches, and support them accordingly: religious-institutions :play
an important role In. the" social and spiritual 'life. of the South:

Some recent work_ has -shown- that regional differences on theRftbasic qUestions /of belief and of support for -the institutional church
have not become smaller in the recent past, and -they 'ire not likely todo so in the near future.. In-Particular, when trend data are available,they often show. change in these- respects, in the South and-elsewhere,
but the differences between- -Scuth,and non-South are no smaller now
than a generation- ago,' despite the -massive changes in Southerners'
material circumstances in that period.- When statistical controls
fof r edudation, occupation; rand.urban-rural residence are -introduced

ensure.that the `observed regiorial,differences are not due. to -

'differences in these factors), nearly all of thesendiffererices,semaln,
=and aleirr become even more pronounced. Soma regional differerices in
what maybe called npara-religious", beliefs arird,Practices--anti-
Semitism, ;anti7Cathblicism, sUpport for national prohibition, and the
1'ike--m4y be decreasing (although much remains), but the data strongly_
suggest/ thatr-tlie religion of the New South will be as vigorous and asdistinctive as, that of the old.

Detailed -analysis of patterns of religiosity within the South-
and non-South helps show why this should be so. The Gallup Poll has
frequently asked its respondents whether they- had-been to 'church in
the previous week. By pooling the responses -to several of these surveys
we can look at the *churchgoing- behavior of relatively small subpopula-
tions within the Southern and non-Southern populations..., Considered inthe aggregate, Southern Protestantsare more likely to -report that theyhave been to church lately than are their non-Southern dorelfgionists.

P
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table 1 showS, however; . that this difference is smallest--slightly
reversed,' in fact--for a group which is shrinking rapidly in the South,
the' uneducated -farm population. Many of these people are .moving into
blue-collar occupations in Southern cities, a move-which does not seem
to- carry with it a diminution of churchgoing. _Outside the South,
urban blue-collar workers are among the people lea-St likely to be
'reached by "the churches;, in the .South, there likelyas -ikely to be
churchgoers; as are their country, cousins. Among the rural groups and
possibly among the urban as- well, increasing educition not only- in-
creases churchgcring--(bo-th in the South and elsewhere), but also the
regional difference in churchgoing. .

Another interesting difference between South and.ion-South is
evident at the' top of the urban occupational ladder. In non-Southern
cities, as Table 2 yhoWs, .burliness and professional people are-less
likely, to be churchgoers than- are their' white-cellar employees. In

-*Southern cities, however, that pattern is reversed: the "leadership
classes" in Southern cities are.one of the ino-st churchgoing groups in
the region. Indeed (for Protestants outside of Calvin's Geneva)
their -'churchgoing is extraordinary by any standard. -

The prophet Amos_ foretold a-day when-many should : "wander from
sea to sea, -and_ from the north -even to.the -east," seeking the word of,

the _Lord, _in vain.- In-these latter-_days, _the way4aring stranger would
be welladvised. ltodriake,the'secular North, abjure the mysterious
East, and checkout the _South-. --- He will find gas -station sighs like
the -one in my =town, ,-advertising en one side "REGULAR 299" and on -the
other -"WHEN YOU HAVE -SiNNED/READ:PSALM51." In the South, one can
still both save_ and be-saved._

"Particularism" t, L cParticu arism i__ Southern Culture -,-
-

Drawing oh her extensive field experience, .Marion_Pearsall-
has 'asserted 'that "in Southern Appalachia and the rest of the South,
it is the concreteness of life that is valued, the particular ,locations
and the particular possessions:"13 -And, it might be added, the partic-
ular -persons, for there appears to be a general cultural tendency, here,
toward what sociolr gists call -paiticularism, a disinclination to 'see
persens, plaCes, r- things as interchangeable:14 A particularistic
orientation cause persons to be seen as complex beings,- existing in
their own right,, not merely as performers of specialized _roles in
interaction with the obsersier. =Material objects , are imbued with'
associations which, are not transferable to functionally equivalent
objects. And, importantly, places are also regarded holistically and
effectively: -when applied to places, partic arism is evident as
what Robert Merton has called localism.1.5 ,

. _

>4*Many observers -have remarked- that Southerners show a peculiar.
attachment to their homeplices, and the survey data support these
observations:16 'A- few scattered indicators: ....

1



Table 1

'Churchgoing of Southern and Zion-Southern Urban illue-Collar and Rural,'
-Palm Populations :(Protestants Only)

% who went to church the previous_Sunday_

Difference
South Non-South (South)=(Non-South)

Rural farm, high-school graduates 60%, 49% 11
(N) (148) (386) -

Rural, farm, not 'high school graduates 43% . 46%.
(N)

-- (507) (60l)

.Urban unskilled labor; not high ,,
school 'graduates -' . 41% 20%-

(N)
.

, (160) (419)

Urban skilled labor, not high
school graduates

(N)*
37% 29%
(150) (328)

Urban labor "(skilled & unskilled ),.
high school graduates 47% 31%

(N) -- (186) (656)-..

-3

Source: Pooled data fion eight Gallup polls conducted -between February 1955..and December 1963.,
,

'Table 2

. Churchgoing of Southern and NonSouthern Urban White Collar and Urban
Business-Professional Po Illations (Protestant Hi h School Graduates Onl )

.
% who Went' to church=the previous Sunday

Difference
South Now-South- (South)-(Non-South)

65%, 38%

ti

Business, and professional

(N)*

White collar
(N)

(225) (sso)_

48% '46%

(80) (465) 1

Source : Pooled' data from eight Gallup :polls conducted- between,February 1955
and December 1963. ,
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When asked what person ifiey, most admire, Southerners
aie,twice as-likely as'other Americans to name a',
relative or someone living in their local Community.

When asked where they wonld most iike to see a son go
to college, Southerners are morelikely.than any other
Americans (except New Englanders) to name a school,
within their own region. 'Two=thirds,do so, despite the
objectAvely low quality of Southerninstitutions..
(Only 3rof non-Southerneis chose. Southern. schools.)

. .

When Southerners areasked Where they would most
like tolive, they have consistently (since the
'question was firbt asked in 1939) been more likely
than odet'Americans to choose their present state
of residence.. (Nearly three-quarterS did so .in 1963.)

These-difference& (and-, we may assume, the underlying-difference_
`in localism Which-they indicate) have not changed appreciably- in the recent
past, -and there is every-ieason:to suPpOse,that they will be with us for
some time to:come. Straightforward,ptojection of the,ttend.data'
indidates as much, as do.statisticai controls for edUcation,_ocCupation,

_and-urban-rural residence, which reduce-the-tegional differenceS only
slightly.-.J r

Not" only the_absolute level_of localism in_the-Solth
Alifferent from that eisewhereits*cotrelates are diffetent:as well.
LocaliSuCmight be expected_to be_particularly charaCteristic of rural
and small- town =folk. Table 3 show's the responses to a Gallup Poll
,question (pooledjkom three-occasions _on.which,it:waa asked) which-taps
one aspect of -what we.mean_by7localisma tendency:to find one's
,models for behavior_and_belief close to home.: If we-may judge by
table,_only in the-South is it\trUe'that-"cosmopolitanise_is primarily
abig-city phenomenon. Outside the South,%mostpeople are fairly
"Cbsmopolitan",regaidless of theit-,sociallacation.--'In7-this_case, -the
largett:regiOnal-differences_are:to'be found among the rural and small-
town'populations, butmote that tegional differences- doipetsistlamong
at least sOmedurban groups."

*/, .

"Theie are-kinds and kinds of provincialism," Thimas Wolfe
wrote in his notes. "New England is provincial and- doesn't know it,

/-,the- Middle West is'provincial, and knows it, and'is'ashamed of-it, butGod help us; the South is provincial, knows it; and doesn't care.", If
"provincialism" means local loyalty,and a defetence to local opinidn, it
appears that Southerners are relatively provincial, and will likely
remain so. A dash of provincialism is n6t necessarily shameful,'hoWever.
It may even figute in the South's redemption.

The New South: The Old Culture

The South's challenge in this century has been t. convert
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Table 3

Localism of Various Southern and Non-Southern Population Groups.. . ..% naming family member or local figure -as "man . . . most admired"

South Non-South

Rural farm, not high School graduates- 29% .26%
(N) (306)* (343)

Rural farm,.,high school graduates 40%. 13%
(N) (96) '(211)

To,,n, blue ,Collar high school:-
graduates

Town, white collar high school,
graduate's

(N)

Town, business ancl_professional,
high schOol- graduates_ .

(N)-

Urban, blue collar.-,!ligh school -

graduates -.** 18%
(N) (104): (54)

38% 17%
(45) 6 -(199):-

13% = -- 10% --
(38)

12%
(73), (200).

Urban, white collar high school
graduates 6%. 14%.

- (N) (54)" (361)

,*Urban, business and professional '
high school-graduates

(N)
-20% 15%

7").(104) (704),
-1-

. Difference
(South)-(Non--.South)

9

27.

21

Source: Pooled data, rrom Gallup polls ccinducted. in -1958, 1963, and 1965.
The question asked: "What man that you have heard or-read 'about, livingtoday in'any part ofl the:world, do you admire the most ? "' Codes differed
soinewhat, n- diff erent surveys. See Reed, The Enduring_ South, 36.

its great endOwment.of natural resources into material well-being for itspeople. "The paradox of the South," a government commission observed in
1938, "is that while it is .blessed by Nature with immense wealth, its '.people as.a whole are the -pooreit in the country."" Much of the
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political, entrepreneurial, and intellectual energy of the region ha'sbeen devoted to resolving this paradox, and as we have seen,- these effortshave largely succeeded.
. . .

-Yet thoughtful Southerners have always looked "beyond the'fles,h-- pots" to the social and cultural implications of' economic development,.and-the problems waiting there are no less daunting,-
than the economic

problems-now being overcome.18 These new problems have been, previewed.-,..,
for- us by the literature and social .Commentary of the more developed

. and industrializes- sections of the United 'States: anomie, depersonaliza-tion,' loss of community, alienation, the "probler."-of leisure . . . .-Sonthernets_hive not been-insensitive to \the possibility that; in'gaining the world, they may lose much of value: certainly one of themost scathing critiques. of industrial society ever mounted was the work_-,. of Southerners, the 'Vanderbilt "Agratians," whose analysis -moved someof them to reject industrialization -altogether.19

Most of the Agrarianst"contem oraries, however, 'confronted withobvious and insistent problems,of pov rty, 'bigotry; -ignorance, and
disease; seem, to. have felt that the evil of the day was- sufficient
thereto, and that the iiroblems nf:industrial society could be addresied
when the South had achieVed an industrial society.to generate them.Since 1910, Southerners hale overwhelmingly voted with their dollars

i
to reject the Agrarian.-jsos tionprobably-without ever seriously-cortsidering it--and as- a p., dram it -is now "(if it ever was not -academic; in the -sense of the word..which means "irrelevant.H20

.

-Yet the questions whiCh the Agrarians raised 'were, valid ones:The benefits of industrialization are already evident: in the pay
.envelbpes of Southern workers, in the statistics of magazine circula-- tion, in public' health reports, in state budgets for higher education,in nearly every 'census statistic. Is there'reason to Suppose that weshall escape the unpleasant consequences?

-

I think there may' be.' Southern religion, for all its dhOrt-
comings, will no`doubt continue to provide individual Southerners with
a needed sense of transcendence and personal worth-ra sense difficult
otherwise to- maintain- in a society increasingly estranged from nature,'

. in which the individual "objectively" counts for:iess each day. Therootedness and .sese of ,community evident in Southern culture.will _alsobe a valuable ass'et,- serving to- offset the possibly disintegrativeeffects of Southerners', new modes of -earning theit_livings. TheSouthern tradition of personalisi (and that of good manners in secondaryinteraetion) ',May serve to take off the edged-of the New South and . .redUCe the ,petty and seemingly pointleisday-today annoyances which Isuspect are the real reason many Southerners_ dislike the Northeast.21

Industrialization is not disruptive only of individual psyches,Of course. If the cities of the New South are nck to become:examples
of "Southern efficiency and NOrthern charm" (to bOrrow John Kennedy's'
characterization of Washington, D. C.), their citizens must have thewill and the wherewithal to make them otherwi e:22_ Here again, their

4
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. . .culture may prove an asset. If the South is to assimilate and 'to
domesticate industrialism, much of the impetus will ptobably come frdrawhat we have been 4114 ,",localism." .One need "(not '.be a thoroughgoing ,^Burkean to beli e., that public spirit, is most of ten anchored in affec-tion for-\kin nd community. A man who loves his town and its idio-syncracie and who cakes what his neighbors; think will- protably be ibetter citizen than one whose concern with his community ads with the
convenience .and service& it provides. fol. him. If -Southern locatisM .

,...can -find expression in boosterism of the crassest and 'most undiscrimina-ting ,.sort..(aS when 'ayChamber of Commerce 'official, boasts that Charlotte's
"topless" Clubh attract_"an estimated 5000 people frod other townsacross the Carolinas-and Virginia . . . every day"), .it may also have
something:to do with the pioneering historic preservation work, of

.

Charleston and.-Savannah, with the tecent determination of many com-;Charleston.7
.unities to make School_desegregation work,, and with the unsung effortsof -hundreds of'-thousands" d Southerners to make their' towns and cities_better places to live.23 .

,.

,

It is a sociologic 1 truism, of.coUrse, that-- -good intentions- ---arh ,insuk f icient without, facilitating ins.titutional,'errangemente,- but Ibelieve the -South .1.s_fortuntte in this,respect as well: it -has' itsretharlcable.churcheh. The sins of the', Southern churches have been andare many, sins both of coiarallasion and (notably).of Omisdion., -but many_Southerners Who' feel that th churches. could-use a gciodt reforma ion'are
nevertheless!: profoundly grateful that there is _ sdmething there to bereformed:- ds a.: resource for Southern - communities "and .for 'the region as

tita whole, the chUrches-mar well, prove to. be invaluabl . For 'whatever - 'reason, Southern churches haVe-been More concerned, -tli the-Fill of Manthan with the rise of kindustr '' lism and:-(as:My. colleague Dick Simpson
put it) 'mo' With the next for 'di than with the'ThirdiWorld. If c. hdites\must' be -made, One Observer,._ at leasi,- would- -`not quarrel with_thehe;: butthere are encouraging signs -that.many- Southern churcht, in are beginning -to:feel_ that churches as mighty as theirs can and shb, uld be'concerned .with more 7 The energies _and_ass4s at the disposal of Southern:churches
ate immensei, "and...es Southerners become wealthier,--ae ,increasing.- --

Although muci& his been dissipated \in the past (in ostentatious building
programs,' for instance; in- ill-considered anti7liquor o4TaPeagiii; or,_.lately, in-bigoted misadventures in parochial education)-, 'the .good ,-
works, of Soother" n :churches ,have beek many,. and can Ili_expected to
increase In bOthl scope and depth. The region-is blessed indeed to havea traditiciu :of voluntary rand relativelyselfIess contribution -to idle t.is seen' as coramunitY well-being, and `to.have a imrking institutional .-mechanism for- it.,

..

. -' '- ,AS the South was endowed by Na
1

ure with theresources to Meet .the fundamentally econoMic: problems of his century",, its history -may_ .have. given it the basis for 'working Sol titans -to some of the problemscif 'the next._ It is apparent that, despi e heroic -changes in the '
"technological--order "' of the South, they is considerable continuity: . ,'in the.t.'humaniatic.order,'r and it eppears that some aspects ' ok thelatter will serve to meliorafe and to mod y the effects of the former. 4, .. . . /If the South has not accepted- John-Crowe Ransom i s advice to "accept ,industrial_ism,.bue with a very bad grace, and ... .. laintain -a 'good.
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deal-of her- traditional philosophy," it. has at least not modeled itself.-1
entirely -on the:urban Northeasi', and much. of what has been preserved
:May serve Southerners well in-the future.24 --,'.
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